Model Test on Segmental Grouting Diffusion Process in Muddy Fault of Tunnel Engineering
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1. Introduction

Muddy fault is often encountered in tunnel construction, which is characterized by loose structure, no self-stability [1–4]. Grouting is an effective method to reinforce muddy fault [5–7]. Grouting diffusion usually behaves in fracture mode in muddy fault stratum [8–11]. Namely, grout veins form and the stratum on both sides of grout vein are compacted simultaneously in fracture grouting diffusion process. Due to the support effect of grout veins and consolidation effect of grouted stratum, muddy fault stratum is reinforced effectively [12–14].

For the traditional grouting method, a single grouting operation is done in the full length of the injection hole. Grout usually diffuses along the weakest channel in the grouted stratum. As a result, some areas can hardly be reinforced effectively, and a uniform grouted body can hardly be created. By contrast, for the segmental grouting method, the injection hole is divided into several sections and every section will be grouted independently. Grout veins are produced in every section, as a result of which uniformity of grouting reinforcement effect will be greatly improved.

Several studies on fracture grouting have been conducted by many researchers. Zhou and Chen [15] proposed a...
hypothesis that the fracture grouting process can be divided into three stages, namely, bubble compaction stage, fracture flow stage, and passive earth pressure increase stage. Bezuijen [16] performed a model test on fracture grouting process in the sand layer, and propagation path and shape of fracture grouting were acquired by grouted body separation and SEM method. Moreover, the relationship between the shape of grout vein and grouting parameters and characteristics of grouted stratum had been established. Sun et al. [17, 18] and Chen et al. [19] studied the relationship between grout material parameters, grouting design parameters, and distribution rule of grout veins in fracture grouting when considering grout material as a Bingham fluid. They also proposed that the grouting pressure is the main controlling factor of fracture grouting. Li et al. [20] derived a fracture grouting diffusion model based on the rock structure of the water-rich fault zone and the constitutive equation of Bingham’s fluid. And the effects of grouting rate, pressure, and slurry viscosity on the grouting diffusion process were analyzed. Yuan et al. [21] simulated fracture grouting process in soft stratum by PFC2D numerical analysis software. And the relationship between effective diffusion radius, grouting parameters, and injected medium parameters was obtained.

Most of the above studies about fracture grouting diffusion mechanism are concentrated on single grouting operation. However, few researches have been done to realize the grouting diffusion law of segmental grouting operation. As a result, the practice of segmental grouting always relies on engineering experience.

In this paper, a three-dimensional simulation test has been done to simulate the segmental grouting diffusion process in the muddy fault of the tunnel. Three times of grouting operation has been done for three adjacent sections in grouting pipe. Grouting pressure, injection rate, soil pressure field, and seepage pressure field have been real-time monitored in three grouting stages. The effect of segmental grouting operation on soil pressure field and effective stress field has been analyzed. The superiority of the segmental grouting method over the single grouting method has been verified.

2. Three-Dimensional Grouting Simulation Test System

The three-dimensional grouting simulation test system is composed by a test frame, segmental grouting module, and data monitoring module. The test system is shown in Figure 1. Test frame is a fabricated structure and composed by several semicircular components. The internal space diameter of the test frame is 150 cm and the height is 120 cm. Before test operation, a muddy fault stratum should be filled into the test frame. With the object to simulate drainage condition in actual projects, a permeable fine sand layer is set between the top cover of the test frame and muddy fault stratum. Excess water in the grouting process can be drained through the permeable fine sand layer.

Segmental grouting module consists of a segmental grouting device in the test frame and supplementary grouting system. A segmental grouting device is a steel grouting pipe in which several expansion separators and injection holes are distributed regularly (as shown in Figure 2). There is a waterproof sand bag in the expansion separator which can prevent the passage of grout. In addition, the waterproof sand bag is easy to be destroyed. After a grouting stage is over, the waterproof sand bag will be destroyed for the passage of grout. As a result, next grouting stage can be operated and the segmental grouting process can be realized.

Supplementary grouting system consists of grouting pump, grouting pipeline, mixing barrel, and double components mixer. The air-powered grouting pump is equipped with a grouting pressure range of 0~10 MPa and an injection rate range of 0~12 L/min.

The data monitoring module consists of a grouting data recorder (as shown in Figure 3) and a pressure field monitoring system (as shown in Figure 4). Grouting data recorder can collect grouting pressure and injection rate in real-time in grouting process, with data collection frequency of 1 time per second. Pressure field monitoring system can collect soil pressure field and seepage pressure field in grouted body in real-time through soil pressure sensor and seepage pressure sensor. The measurement range of the soil pressure sensor in this test is 0~0.2 MPa and precision is 0.08% F.S. Measurement range of the seepage pressure sensor is 0~0.2 MPa and precision is 0.08% F.S, as the same as the soil pressure sensor.

3. Design of Grouting Test

3.1. Grouted Stratum. Grouted stratum used in the simulation test was undisturbed muddy fillings in F2 fault of Yonglian Tunnel in Ji-Lian highway in Jiangxi Province of China, which is a very typical engineering project (as shown in Figure 5). Inrush accidents of mud and water happened many times when the tunnel is going through F2 muddy filling fault. Muddy fillings of F2 fault are characterized by loose structure, no self-stability, whose basic physical parameters are shown in Table 1.

3.2. Grout Material. Cement-based quick setting grout was used in the simulation test, which is composed by two components, cement component and accelerator component. The cement used in this test was P.O.42.5 ordinary Portland cement.
Figure 2: Segmental grouting device in the test frame.

Figure 3: Grouting data recorder.

Figure 4: Pressure monitoring system.
cement, which was produced by South cement factory. Accelerator is self-developed by Shandong University which can shorten the setting time of cement grout. The water-cement ratio of the cement component is \( W/C = 1 \). The volume ratio of cement component to accelerator component is 1:1. Parameters of grout material used in this test are shown in Table 2. This grout material sets fast with a setting time of 45~80 s, and its strength grows fast with 1 h strength of 0.5 MPa. In the simulation grouting test, cement-based grout should be injected by a two-shot injection system due to its quick setting characteristics. Two components of grout would be mixed by double components mixer outside the test frame before injection into muddy fillings in the test frame.

3.3. Design of Segmental Grouting Operation. A segmental grouting device was set vertically in the center of the test frame (as shown in Figure 6). There exist three injection holes and two separators in the grouting pipe. Three injection holes are 300 mm, 600 mm, and 900 mm away from the bottom plate, respectively. Two separators are 450 mm and 750 mm away from the bottom plate, respectively. The grouting pipe is divided into three sections by two separators, and muddy fillings are divided into three grouted areas correspondingly. In the grouting simulation test, grout was injected into the test frame through the bottom valve. The first grouted area is 450 mm thick. In the first grouting stage, waterproof sand bags in the two separators were all intact, and grout was prevented from flowing through. As a result, grout was injected into the first grouted area through the injection hole with a height of 450 mm. After the first grouting operation, the waterproof sand bag in the separator with a height of 600 mm was destroyed by hand-held electric drill, and the second grouting stage can be operated. The second grouted area is 300 mm thick. In the second grouting stage, grout was injected into the second grouted area through the injection hole with a height of 600 mm. Similarly, in the third grouting stage, grout was injected into the third grouted area with a thickness of 500 mm through the injection hole with a height of 900 mm.

3.4. Monitoring Plan. Three monitoring sections were set in the test frame which are numbered by sections A, B, and C (as shown in Figure 6). Section A and injection hole corresponding to the first grouting stage are at the same height (300 mm). In addition, section B and injection hole corresponding to the second grouting stage are at the same height (600 mm). Section C and injection hole corresponding to the third grouting stage are at the same height (900 mm). The distribution of soil sensors and seepage sensors in three sections is shown in Figure 7. Six soil pressure sensors and two seepage pressure sensors are set in section A. Sensors A-1, A-2, A-3, and A-4 are set, respectively, 15 cm, 30 cm, 45 cm, and 60 cm away from the center of the injection hole to acquire spatial distribution of soil pressure in fracture grouting process. A-1, A-5, A-6, and A-7 are all set 15 cm away from the center of the injection hole to acquire total stress, seepage pressure, and effective stress at the same distance to the injection hole. Two soil pressure sensors and two seepage pressure sensors are set in section B and section C, respectively. These sensors are all set 15 cm away from the center of the injection hole. Most of soil sensors are set horizontally with vertical stress being monitored. In addition, soil pressure sensor A-6, B-2, and C-2 are set vertically to monitor horizontal stress. Due to equal seepage pressure in all directions, all seepage pressure sensors are set in one direction which is the horizontal direction in this test.

3.5. Grouting Parameters. In the grouting simulation test, the grouting pressure range is 0~1 MPa, and the injection rate range is 0~5 L/min. Grout take and grouting pressure were used as end criterion of the grouting process. When grout take reaches 10~30 L or grouting pressure reaches 1 MPa, grouting operation will stop.

3.6. Test Procedure

(1) Filling test frame with muddy fault material and installation of sensors. By stratified compaction, muddy fault material is filled into test frame. When muddy fault material is filled to the height of the monitoring section, soil pressure sensors and seepage pressure sensors are set according to the monitoring plan.

(2) Assembly and tightness inspection of grouting pipeline.

(3) Debugging of grouting data recorder and pressure field monitoring system.

(4) Preparation of grout according to designed water-cement ratio of cement component and volume ratio of two components of cement-based quick setting grout.

(5) Grouting operation. Three times of grouting operation are done. Interval time between adjacent operations is set as 20~30 min. In the grouting process, grouting pressure, injection rate, soil pressure field, and seepage pressure field should be monitored in real-time.

(6) Clean-up of grouting simulation test system.
4. Analysis of Test Results

4.1. Variation of Grouting Pressure and Injection Rate. In the actual grouting process, the duration of three grouting stages is 150 s, 400 s, and 400 s, respectively. Interval time between adjacent grouting stages is 20~30 min. Due to that, air-powered grouting pump is based on pulse pumping principle, grouting pressure, and injection rate fluctuated over time. Variation of grouting pressure and injection rate with time (p-q-t curves) of three grouting stages is shown in Figure 8.

As shown in Figure 8, grouting pressure and injection rate fluctuate over time within a certain range for three grouting stages, due to the pulse pumping principle. The max grouting pressure of three grouting stages is 0.32 MPa, 0.60 MPa, and 0.76 MPa, respectively, and the max injection rate is 5.60 L/min, 4.53 L/min, and 4.42 L/min, respectively. With grouting sequence growing, grouting pressure increases and injection rate decreases. Since compaction and reinforcement of fracture grouting operation, density and mechanical properties of grouted muddy fillings both have been improved. As a result, grouting diffusion will conquer greater resistance in later grouting stages. Consequently, grouting pressure increases and injection rate decreases in later grouting stages.

As described above, the interval distance between adjacent injection holes is 30 cm for three grouting stages. According to the variation law of grouting pressure and injection rate, grouting operation corresponding to the previous grouting stage has an effect on subsequent grouting operation. It is proved that the influence scope of grouting operation is more than 30 cm. Grout veins and compacted regions produced in different grouting stages overlap with each other, therefore, uniformity of grouted body and reinforcement effect improves significantly.

4.2. Variation of Soil Pressure for Single Grouting Operation. The grouting operation corresponding to the first grouting stage is not affected by the other two grouting stages. Soil pressure sensors A-1, A-2, A-3, and A-4 in monitoring section A are selected to study the temporal and spatial variation...
of soil pressure. Variation of soil pressure with time of different location is shown in Figure 9.

Variation of soil pressure field in a single grouting process can be divided into three phases. In a duration of 0~45 s, soil pressure at different locations fluctuates around 0 MPa. It shows that injected grout gathers around the injection hole and compacts the surrounding stratum, with grout bubble forming and no grout vein forming. In a duration of 45~90 s, soil pressure at different locations starts to increase, showing that grouting diffusion enters the fracture diffusion phase. Grout vein reaches sensor A-1, A-2, A-3, and A-4 successively. Soil pressure near the injection hole is evidently greater than soil pressure far from the injection hole. It shows that fracture flow of grout needs to conquer evident resistance and grouting pressure decreases along grout diffusion direction. In a duration of 90~150 s, soil pressure at different locations decreases gradually to a relatively stable value. The reason may be that the grout diffusion front arrives at the boundary of the test frame and new diffusion channel forms which leads to the reduction of grouting diffusion resistance.

The spatial distribution of soil pressure at different moments is shown in Figure 10.

1. With distance to injection hole increasing, soil pressure decreases nonlinearly. Soil pressure decreases faster in the area near the injection hole than that in the area near the diffusion front. The reason is that flow velocity in the area near the injection hole is higher than that in the area near the diffusion front. Correspondingly, there is more diffusion resistance.

Figure 7: Distribution of soil pressure sensors and seepage pressure sensors (unit: mm).
of grouting diffusion and a higher decay rate in the area near the injection hole than that in the area near the diffusion front.

(2) As grouting operation going on, soil pressure decreases faster along diffusion direction. Yield stress and viscosity of grout increase with grout gel reaction. Grouting diffusion should conquer more flow resistance, which is why soil pressure decreases faster along diffusion direction with time growing.

4.3. Variation of Soil Pressure for Segmental Grouting Operation. In the grouting simulation test, the soil pressure field and seepage pressure field are monitored continuously at three monitoring sections. The grouting duration of every grouting stage is in the range of 150~400 s. By contrast, the interval time between adjacent grouting stages is 20~30 min. Discovered from monitoring data, soil pressure and seepage pressure maintains basic stability between adjacent grouting stages. In order to better express the trend of

Figure 8: p-q-t curves of three grouting stages.

Figure 9: Variation of soil pressure with time of different locations.
pressure changes, part of the pressure data between adjacent grouting stages is omitted in data curves. Variation of soil pressure with time in three grouting stages is shown in Figure 11. For convenient comparison, pressure data in Figure 11 all comes from pressure sensors with a distance to the injection hole of 15 cm.

(1) In the first grouting stage, the soil pressure change trend of two sensors with the same distance to the injection hole is basically consistent, whose maximum error does not exceed 15 kPa. In the second and third grouting stages, the soil pressure change trend of two sensors with the same distance to the injection hole is extremely consistent. It shows that grout diffuses uniformly and radially around from the injection hole in three grouting stages. And there does not exist a specific diffusion channel. In addition, in three stages, the soil pressure change trend of sensors set horizontally is basically consistent with that of sensors set vertically. It shows that the effect of grouting diffusion on vertical soil pressure and horizontal soil pressure is the same basically.

(2) In three grouting stages, soil pressure increases fast in grouting duration. Furthermore, soil pressure decreases from peak value after grouting operation and gradually stabilizes at a certain value. It is worth noting that stable soil pressure after grouting operation is higher than stable soil pressure before the grouting operation for the second and third grouting stages. This means that diffusion of grout veins improves compaction stress and effectively compact grouted stratum. Partial compaction stress would dissipate after grouting operation. However, there still exists a certain value of compaction stress in grouted stratum, which reflects the reinforcement effect of grouting on the stratum.

(3) Max soil pressure in different grouting stages is shown in Figure 12. The injection hole of the first grouting stage is located in section A. By contrast, injection holes of the second and third grouting stages are, respectively, 30 cm and 60 cm away from section A. For section A, the max soil pressures in the first grouting stage (103 kPa and 92 kPa) are higher than that in the last two grouting stages. Effect of grouting operation in the second and third grouting stages on soil pressure in section A is relatively weak. It means that there exists an influence range for grouting operation. With distance to injection hole increasing, compaction degree of grouted stratum caused by grouting operation weakens. This phenomenon also occurs in section B and section C. For section B, the injection hole of the second grouting stage is located in section B. The max soil pressures in the second grouting stage are higher than that in other grouting stages. For section C, the injection hole of the third grouting stage is located in section C. The max soil pressures in the third grouting stage are higher than that in other grouting stages.

4.4. Variation of Seepage Pressure and Effective Stress for Segmental Grouting Operation. Variation of seepage pressure and effective stress with time in three grouting stages is shown in Figure 13.

In three grouting stages, the change trend of seepage pressure is basically consistent with that of soil pressure. In grouting duration, seepage pressure increases fast. Furthermore, seepage pressure decreases from peak value after grouting operation and gradually stabilizes at a certain value. Stable seepage pressure after grouting operation is higher than stable seepage pressure before the grouting operation for the second and third grouting stages. Seepage pressure decreases very slowly in the interval time between adjacent grouting operations, which shows that excess pore water pressure has not enough time to dissipate in the interval time. Muddy fault has low permeability, resulting that consolidation speed is slow.

In sections A, B, and C, there simultaneously exist soil pressure sensors and seepage pressure sensors with a distance to injection hole of 15 cm. The difference between soil pressure and seepage pressure with the same distance to the injection hole can reflect effective stress. Variation of effective stress in different grouting stages is shown in Figure 14. High effective stress is corresponding to a good reinforcement effect. Effective stress in three sections all increase after every grouting stage, showing that muddy fault is compacted and effectively reinforced by three times of grouting operation.

The injection hole of the first grouting stage is located in section A. Section B and section C are located 30 cm and 60 cm away from the injection hole, respectively. For section A, the growth value of effective stress corresponding to the first grouting stage is higher than that of other grouting stages. Affected by the second and third grouting operation, muddy fault is compacted, and effective stress improves successively. The function of the second and third grouting stage is supplemental reinforcement. It shows that there exists an...
influence range for grouting operation. With distance to injection hole increasing, compaction degree of grouted stratum and reinforcement effect decreases in space. For section B, the injection hole of the second grouting stage is located in section B, resulting that growth value of effective stress corresponding to the second grouting stage is higher than that of other grouting stages. The first and third grouting operation can cause the growth of effective pressure and reinforce muddy fault. However, the contribution of these two grouting operations is smaller than the second grouting operation. In other words, the second grouting operation is the main reinforcement process, and the other two grouting operations reinforce muddy fault supplementally.

From aspects of variation of soil pressure and effective stress in grouted stratum, there exists a limited influence range for single grouting operation. With distance to injection hole increasing, compaction degree and reinforcement...
effect of grouted muddy fault decays in space. Multisegmental grouting method has significant advantages over the single grouting method. Ineffectively compacted area by previous grouting operation can be effectively compacted by later grouting operation from adjacent injection hole. As a result, uniformity of grouting reinforcement effect can be improved, and weak reinforcement area can be reduced. Therefore, the segmental grouting method should be adopted preferentially to reinforce muddy fault in tunneling projects.

5. Conclusion

(1) Previous grouting operation can affect later grouting operation. Due to previous grouting operation, the grouted stratum can be compacted and grouting diffusion will conquer greater resistance in later grouting stages. Correspondingly, grouting pressure increases and injection rate decreases.

(2) For a single grouting operation, soil pressure rises first and then falls in grouting duration. With distance to injection hole increasing, soil pressure decreases nonlinearly. As grouting operation going on, soil pressure decreases faster along diffusion direction.

(3) In grouting operation, soil pressure increases fast in grouting duration. After grouting operation, soil pressure decreases from peak value and gradually stabilizes at a certain value. Furthermore, stable soil pressure after grouting operation is higher than stable soil pressure before the grouting operation, which means that diffusion of grout veins improves compaction stress and effectively compact grouted stratum.

(4) From aspects of variation of soil pressure and effective stress in grouted stratum, there exists a limited influence range for single grouting operation. For every grouting stage, soil pressure and effective stress in the section which the injection hole locates in is affected effectively by grouting operation. By contrast, soil pressure and effective stress in section away
from injection hole is affected relatively weakly by grouting operation. With distance to injection hole increasing, compaction degree and reinforcement effect of grouted muddy fault decays in space.

(5) Multisegmental grouting method has significant advantages over the single grouting method. Ineffectively compacted area by previous grouting operation can be effectively compacted by later grouting operation from adjacent injection hole. As a result, uniformity of grouting reinforcement effect can be improved, and weakly reinforcement area can be reduced.
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